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CG) PERKEN, SON & RAYMENT, °* ““tsss.0*"°™ “ OPTIMUS.” 
MANUFACTURE PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 

=L.}'oPtimus’ MAGAZINE CAMERA. ‘Optimus’ Enlarging Apparatus “OPTIMUS' PHOTOGRAPHIC SETS 
: WV o— Pictures 41 by 3} inches. ae | PATENT Complete with Tripod and every necessary. 
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The Extraordinary RAPIDITY of 

EDWARDS’ LANTERN PLATES. 

‘SALVI1d OIL MAKES THEM 

SPECIALLY USEFUL FOR DETECTIVE CAMERA AND ALL INSTANTANEOUS WORK. | 

MAWSON & SWAN, 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, and 833, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON. W. 

USE tHe “KODAK” ror LANTERN NEGATIVES, 
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DALLMEYERS LENSES 
Are used by all the Leading Photographers, both Amateur and Professional, 

THROUGHOUT THE WORLD, and have obtained the 

HIGHEST AWARDS WHEREVER EXHIBITED. 
DALLMEYER “On the Choice and Use of Photographic Lenses.’ Price 1s, 

New Descriptive Catalogue of Photographic Lenses and DALLMEYER’S LENSES & CONDENSERS 

SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED FOR THE OPTICAL LANTERN, WILL BE POSTED 

a FREE ON APPLICATION. | 

J. H. DALLMEYER, OPTICIAN, 25, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W. 

Telegraphic and Cable Address—‘“ DALLMEYER, LONDON.” 

SLIDE PAINTING COLOURS, 
SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES. 

In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots. 

Boxes fitted with Varnish Colours, 5s., 15s., and 30s. each. Frame 

59 Pr Water a5 2s,, 5s., and 2ls. ,, st EXPRES: 
. IR PAINTING 

Just Published, “A Manual on Painting on Glass and How To Use the Magic Lantern,” Ls. cach, Aina 

Price Lists post free. Rose 

J. BARNARD & SON, 

MANUFACTURING ARTISTS’ COLOURMEN, 

RETAIL, WHOLESALE, AND EXPORT, 

»; Berners Street, London, W. mate 

W. H. HUMPHRIES & GO., ¢y 268, UPPER ST., ISLINGTON, LONDON, N. 
L, New Catalogue 
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Magic Lantern, Dissolving View, and Photographic Apparatus Makers. 
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USE 

WOOD’S LANTERNS AND SLIDES 
TO TEACH 

Literature. Botany. Biography. Astronomy. Politics. History. Physiology. Bible History 

Geography. Electricity. Mythology. Art. Magnetism. Geology. Light. &c., &e. 

80,000 Slides on Sale or Hire. 
PRINTED LECTURES FOR EACH SET. 

The ‘““EUPHANERON”’’ LANTERN with the four-wick W Lamp, £4 4s. 

The ‘“CHEAP") LANTERN with 4-in. Condenser and three-wick Lamp, £1 13s. 

Wood's Nen List of Slides and Lanterns. Post-free fur One Stamp. 

mm G woon, 74, CHEAPSIDE, LON DOWN: 

And TORN, THCRNTHWAITE & WOOD, 41, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. 
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Notices. 

THE Optical Afagic Lantern Journal and Pholographic 
Enlarger is issued on the tst of every month, price One 
‘Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway 
News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from the Publishers, 

.at the following rates, post free :— 

Continental. United States. 

12 months 1/6 2/- oe 60 cents. 

Single copies... -/14 -/2 6, 

. Advertisements (Scale of Charges), displayed :— 
s. d. 

Front and back pages, by arrangement. ‘: 

Ordinary page, facing matter(whole) ... 3 0 0 
Pr ra Chalf) ri5 0 
7 4 (quarter)... I 0 0 
+ “ Rid (eighth) ... 10 Oo 
3 + per rinch in column ... 6 0 
” ’ ” 4 ” 7 see 3 0 

Special quotations for a series. I 

‘Exchange Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)— 

First 20 words, 6d.; and for every 3 additional words, rd. 

Advertisements must reach the office not later than the ! 
24th of each month. All cheques and postal orders to be | 
made payable to Taylor Brothers. i 

Editorial communications must be addressed, The Editor; ' 
advertisements and business communications: to Taylor | 
Brothers, care of the Publishers, Dorset Works, Salisbury | 
Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 

American Agents :—The International News Co., 83 and 
$5, Duane Street, New York City. ; 

will include three Sections: A, Professionals; B 

Notes. 

Tue Photographic Convention will meet at Bath 
on the 6th inst.; Mr. Wm. Bedford president. 
One of the many features of the opening meeting 
will be the exhibition of lantern slides from 
negatives takcn by members at the outings of 
last Convention. 

* ¥ * 

_A rine of 40s. and 2s. costs was recently imposed 
on Mr. Herrick, Regent Strect, W., for causing 
an obstruction in Clapham. Je had a four- 
wheeled car on a piece of waste land in High 
Street, adjoining the public footway, and was 
exhibiting, by means of a magic lantern, heads 
of females with a luxuriant growth of hair— 
advertisements for a spccific, 

* » ® 

i An International Photographic Exhibition will 
be held in Amsterdam during Sept. and Oct. It 

Amateurs; C, Apparatus, &c. We observe that 
lantern slides are open to amateurs only (Sec. B, 
No. 5). Full particulars may be obtained from 

the Secretary, Mr. Charles J. Schuver, P. C. 
Hooftstraat 72, Amsterdam. 

x « ad 

In our issue of Dec. 1 we gave a description of 
Messrs. Swinden and Earp’s Hand-Camera ; since 
then this firm have made a small alteration in 
the changing mechanism, whercby either plates 
in sheaths, or paper-backed plates can be used as 

‘required. This desirable alteration can be effected 
iat small cost to any of their cameras made 
previous to the introduction of this improve- 
ment. 

* * * 

“THE Rate of Explosion in Gases? was demon- 
strated a few weeks ago at the Royal Institution 
by Prof. Harold Dixon, when an _ interesting 
experiment was shown. A tube, 65 yards long, 
was hung round the theatre, and a mixture of 
oxygen and hydrogen prepared outside, admitted 
to the tube till it was filled, and then fired. The 
two ends of the tube were on the lecture table, 
_and the equition of the one end and the puff 
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after 65 yards of travel at the other appeared ! 

simultaneous, though the professor said the 

chronograph could detect the difference. 
s 7 * 

Some time ago, we stated that Mr. Stocks, of Rye, 

was introducing a.new oil lamp for optical 

lanterns. We have had an opportunity of trying 

this lamp, and find that it gives a strong white | 

light. It is nearly ready to be put upon the 

market. 

Mr. R. R. Bean, who until recently has been 

connected with the firm of W. Oakley and Co., 

of Bermondsey, has commenced the manufacture 

of Beard’s Regulators on his own account , but, 

as his accommodation at present is not equal to 

the demand, he is arranging for larger manu- 

facturing premises, due announcement of which 

will appear in our advertising columns. 
» * * 

Messrs. Newron ann Co., Fleet Street, F.C., have 

received from Sir Frederick Bramwell, F.R.S., 

an appointment as Philosophical Instrument 

Makers to the Royal Institution, a position which 

has not been held by any firm for some years 

past. 
. * * 

Tue inventor of ‘Nameit'’ has just made some 

great improvements in this apparatus for naming 

photographic prints. The type is now made the 

reverse way, so that all that is mow necessary is 

to “set up’? the name, stamp it on negative, 

dust with powdered charcoal to increase the 

opacity, and varnish. The name will thus appear 

in neat white letters upon each print taken from 

the negative. 
10: 

Inside a Regulator. 

No. 2. 

Beaxn's REGULATOR.—The regulator known as 

Beard’s—after the name of the inventor, Mr. 

R. R. Beard—is perhaps one of the best-known 

regulators in use in this country. 

"lhe external appearance gives no idea whatever 

of the delicate internal mechanism by which the 

supply of compressed gas is governed, and as it is 

hardly likely that one would care to take the in- 

strument to pieces in order to ascertain its mode 

of working, we have prepared the following 

sectional drawing, which, with the aid of the 

description, will enable our readers to readily 

understand its mode of operating. 

It may be added that the regulator of which 

we are now speaking is Mr. Beard’s latest im- 

proved pattern, that which he formerly introduced 

being larger, more complicated, and not quite so 

certain in its action as the present one. 

tube 4, and issues through (at a low and con- 

stant pressure ; # is a metal valve operating upon 

a seating at top of A, and capable of completely 

closing the aperture; C is a rod to which the 

veying the gas after it has passed the valve 2, 

D isa double frame, to the underpart of which 

the rod C is fastened, and which, as it rises or 

working upon 

spindle, F, 

in a 
nut. 

tion of the 
eccentrics 
causes the 

prise and fall, 
and so operate. 

corrugated 
tube of india- 
rubber, having 
a bellows 
motion; the 

--“* are. fastened 

admitted past valve 8; AZM are levers arranged 

fastened, as shown, to cap JZ, and, acting upon 

the eccentrics HE, cause (when the cap Z is 

raised) the frame J to fall, and thus to close the 

valve B. 

It will be seen from the above arrangement 

that the greater the quantity of gas admitted 

through B into the regulator the tighter B will 

be closed, and that as the contents are reduced the 

cap L will fall, and more gas will be introduced 

through &. 
The bellows is enclosed by a cover FY, within 

which is the spring O acting upon cap L. This 

spring is regulated to give the required exit 

pressure. 

greater will be the pressure at which the gas will 

be emitted at P. 

In our next issue we hope to give a description 

which has recently been placed on the market. 

The gas at high pressure is introduced at the- 

valve B is attached, and works on the tube, con-- 

falls, opens and closes the valve B, & represents: 
two eccentrics - 

a common. 

which is per-- 
manentlyfixed. 

forked. 

The rota-- 

frame D to 

on the valve. 
B; AH isa 

endsof bellows: 

to casing K and cap Z, which allow of expansion: 

and retraction according to the quantity of gas. 

in the form known as lazy tongs; these are: 

It is obvious that the stronger the spring Otl e- 

and diagram of anew and simple form of regulator: 

er 

> 
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Prise Medals, Liverpool International Exhibition, 1886. 
Photographic Exhibition, \S8S. 

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS. | 
Proved superior to all others. See reports. 

ARCHER & SONS, 
LANTERN SPECIALISTS, 

Lists free One stamp. Many Noveltics. : 
-48 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool. Usiablished 1845. 

Effect Slides painted for the Wholesale London Houses. 
All hinds of Slides made to Order. 

Dissolying View Magic Lanterns and Slides. 
Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments and every 

description of miscellaneous property. 

N R. J. C. SLEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the 
above, every Friday, at lalf-past twelve precisely, at his great 

Rooms, 2S, King Street, Covent Garden, Condon. 

‘Gentlemen wishing to tuclnude property in these Sales, are requested 
to seid particulars one week prior to Sale. 

YORK’S OPTICAL LANTERN SLIDES 
(ELEVEN PRIZE MEDALS) 

May be obtained from all the leacling Opticians, Photographic 
Dealers and Chemists, from whom Catalogucs may be had on 

application ; also, direct from 

YORK & SON, 
$7, LANCASTER ROAD, NOTTING HILL, LONDON, W. 

NEGATIVES LOUGHT. 

PX YWOM[VM 

Lo 7m 177, 

Walworth Rd 

Tr. J. DOGGETT, 
Manufacturing Tin-Plate Worker to the Optical 

Lantern and Photographic Trades, 

4, CHURCH LANE, UPPER ST., LONDON, N. 
Lanterns in Japanned Tin-Plate or Mahogany-- lussian Iron Lamps. 

SPHCTAL. 
‘31 Hand-painted Slides, from 4d.; Photographic, from 
‘6d.; beautifully-coloured Slides in Sets of 12, price 4s. 6d.; 
“Stanley ’’ Slides on Sale or Hire, lowest prices in the 
trade; Comic Slipping in Mahogany Frames, 7s. 6d. doz.; 
Lever Action, 2s, 3d.; Rackwork, 3s. each ; Best quality 
Tnterchangeable, Double Motion Chromatropes, 4s. 6d.:; 
Extra Discs, 1s. per pair; Lecturer's Reading Lamps, with 
Flash Shutter, showing Red Light Signal, 3s. 6d.; the 
“Lightning " Double Carrier Frame, 1s. 3d. ; Slides for 

Small Lanterns, from Sd. doz.; Magic Lanterns 
equally cheap. 

NEW CATALOGUES POUSI-FREL. 

ROBERT H. CLARK, 
ROYSTON, HERTS. 

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, &e-: 
In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED VALVES, 

‘Easy to open and close, impossible to turn on gas suddenly. 
Negulator Taps unnecessary. 

LOWEST PRICES. 

THE GAS COMPRESSION COMPANY, 
114, Primcess Sto, Manchester. 

4 

V 

- class order and exceedingly well-fitted. 
' ought to reach £1,000, 

GENERAL WANTS, &c. 
ANTERN SLIDES from Negatives, Photos, Prints, 

&c. Enlarging, Printing, Copying, Developing. 
Price List free.—BrLLYSE, Steeple Claydon, Bucks. 

ENO for List of High-class Photographic Siides, at 6s. 
and $s, doz., equal to those costing treble. Sets taken 

in exchange.—J. MCLELLAN, 36, St. Paul’s Rd., London, N, 

\ HAT OFFERS in Exchange for a new GRIFFITHS 
lantern slide reducing Camera.—T. RUSSELL, care 

of this Journal. 

VW ANTED AT ON Ck, an experienced Photo-Salesman 
ina London House.—PROMPY, care of this Journal. 

3i-unial Lantere (Cheap), 
Particulars to A. S., Norris 

; PANTED.—Second hand 
Screen, Gas Bags, &e. 

View, John St., Ryde, [.W. 

CHROMO LITHO SLIDES for Sale or Exchange. 
New last season; cost £1 4s. will take lis. 4 

subjects.—J. DouGuas, 3, Mill Street, Greenock. 

OMPETENT LANTERN OPERATOR (lime-light), 
can accept Occasional Evening Engagement.—H,, 

| 171, Brockley Road, 8.E. 

XCHANG! OR SALE, Mother’a ast Words,” 19, 
Life Models; * Billy's Rose,"; ‘ Holy Land,” 20, 

Coloured : “ Artist and his Model,” 5: ‘Joseph and his 
Brethren,” 12, Chromo; Comic Slipping. 12; Miscellaneous, 
36.—S. RIXHAM, 50, Burrowlee Road, Owlerton, Sheffield. 

ANTED. Operator for Triple Lantern, two weeks, 
July 13th; also permanency travelling from Septem- 

ber. — “ ENTERTAINMENT,” Lancaster House, Gordon 
Road, Worthing. 

COMPLETE Set of Optical Magic Lantern Journal,&c., 
from No. 1 to 24, for Sale. Price 4s. 6d.  Harly 

numbers are out of print.—S., 19, Rorrett Road, Walworth, 
London, S.E. 

O be Disposed of immediately, a Sirst-class Business, 
capable of very great extension; everything in first- 

Return this year 
Price, £600 for everything.—A275, 

H.J. Beasley, Photographers’ Auctioneer, Valuer and Busi- 
ness Agent, 65 aud (6, Chancery Lane, W.C 

J. H. STEWARD'S 
nich-cuass @PTICAL LANTERNS 

And DISSOLVING VIEW APPARATUS with all latest improvemeuts. 

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, Gratis, Post-free. 

; 406, 457, STRAND; 54, CORNHILL, LONDON, 

SANDS, HUNTER & Co, 

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS 
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS. 

Depot for Second-Hand Cameras, Lenses, &c., by the 
most Noted Makers. Catalogue post free. 

20, Cranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C. 

830/- DUPLEX REGULATOR 30- 

Nanufacturing Patentee: 

LAREKSON, 
28, BARTLETT’S BUILDINGS, HOLBORN. 

Pure Oxygen Chlorate of Potash only used. 
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ea4, GUINEA DETECTIVE CAMERA 
Also THE MAGAZINE, Guinca and Half, holds 

12 Plates ; 

THE TWO GUINEA, wood body, improved 
fittiugs ; 

THE TWO-AND-A-HALF GUINEA, 
5 by 4 size, the latest success. 

-. Photographic Sundries & Materials 
3 6 

~ Catalogues, Specimens, and all Particulars of the Sole Manufactwers;: 

WALDTHR M. GRIFFITHS & CO. LTD. 
HIGHGATE SQUARE, BIRMINGHAM. 

GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION. 
lst SEPTEMBER till 38rd OCTOBER, 1891. 

Twenty-five Classes. Ladies’ Competition. | Photo-Mechanical Section. 

Prospectus may be had from the Hon. Secretary, Wa. GOODWIN, 3, Lynedoch Street, Glasgow, 

Scott’s Patent 

2 WALTER TYLER, :;| WARM AIR SATURATOR: 
oa a For Ether or Benzoline. Write for Circular. 
$3 48 to 50, WATERLOO RD., LONDON, SE. £2 | jenza wr | 
3° MANUFACTURER of MAGIC LANTERNS, 72 | VARNISH COLOURS, FOR PAINTING LANTERN SLIDES | 

e8 SLIDES, AND EVERY DESCRIPTION of = | Japanned Tin Box, containing 12 Calon in cae gers’ 

BS 
= | Medi , &e, lete, 15/-; Single ortles. 1/- each; specia 

$5 PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. | EE Or ay Benaucchadk rae 

A. W. SCOTT, Ashcombe Road, Weston-super-Mare. 8, | A CORN, Atoms Rees, Werte ee 
ROUCH’S “EUREKA” HAND DETECTIVE);CAMERA. 

Eulogised by Melton Prior, Special War Artist to the “ Illustrated London News.” 

Gives instantaneous pictures eminently adapted for the Optical Lantern, Book Ilustrations, or Sketches: 

for the Artist ; and is now in great demand by Tourists, Artists, Special Correspondents, and Mission- 

aries, It differs from all others in its compactness, but is invaluable in this special feature, that when 

its contents of one dozen plates have been exposed the reservoir containing them may be removed 

IN OPEN DAYLIGHT, and a second, third, or fourth reservoir, each containing twelve or 

more plates, may be inserted in succession, no dark tent for changing plates being now necessary. 

Lens, Camera, and all fittings of very highest class, and made on our premises. 

The Improved ‘‘Eureka’’ is covered by scveral?Patents. 

 Price—For Lantern size Plates, £5 17s. 6d.; Quarter -Plates, £6 12s. 6d, 

If reservoir is made detachabie, 10s. each instrument extra. Additional reservoirs fitted— Lantern size, €2 5s.5 

Quarter Plate, £2 10s. 

Awarded the only Medal for Hand Cameras at Crystal Palace Exhibition. 

W. W. ROUCH & Co., 180, Strand, London./ Factory Entrence Ah; Nortols 

IMPROVED PROCESS, 
REVERSE TYPE. 

“NAMEIT” 
(PATENT). 

Prints the Names, Titles, or 
2 Descriptions on your,Pho- 
| tographs in clear, sharp 
characters. The letters, &c., 
are made the reverse,way 

and the printing is done clirect on to the negative. 

NO INTERMEDIATE FILMS. 
Outfit No, 3. Containing7207 pieces of type, etc., 12/6) Post 

‘i 131 i 8/6 f Free 

2 owe 

Full Particulars & jspecimen Photo lettered by 

TAYLOR, TAYLOR, & HOBSON. | a, gray, (G. DEPT) 44, SNOW HILL, LONDON, E.C. 

aD ” ” , 
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Hand-Cameras for Obtaining 

Slides for the Lantern. 

** Facile’ ss. . (Fallowfield)... ww. see March Ist, 1890. 
No.1 “Giah" ... ... (Mawson & Son) 6 5, May Ist, 4, 

» 2“ Quadrane” ... (W.H. Humphries & Co.) ,, June Ist, ,, 
» 3 ' Eclipse we (J. PF. Shew & Co.) ee yy) July Ist, 4, 
» 4 Eureka” . (WLW. Rouch & Co)... 5, Aug. Ist, ,, 
wn 5 Key” ., . (Platinotype Co.) ... «5, Sept. Ist, 4, 

6 “Opcmus ... (Perken, Son & Rayment) ,, Oct. Ist, ,, 
7 The Griffin’ (Griffin & Sons, Limited Nov. Ist, 4, 
» S ‘The Swinden-Earp” Patent we a, Dec. Ast, ,. 
» 9 Collins" (C. G. Coilins) 1, Feb. Ist, 1891. 
» 10" Kodak" » (Eastman Co.) .. - 4, Mar. Jee, yy 
» 11 “ Guinea” . (Walter Griffith) ... we gg April Isen 4, 
y 22 Vanneck " (Watson & Sons)... » oa May Ist, 4, 
w 13 Chadwicks " (1. W. Chadwick) - x» June ls, ,, 

No. 1y.— BONANZA.” 
THIS camera is of the automatic magazine class» 
and is the invention of Messrs. R. and A. J. Mercer, 
16, King Street, Birmingham, whoare also the manu- 
facturers. This instrument is made of ebonized 
mahogany, and holds twelve quarter plates, and 
measures S by 6 by rosin. Each plate is placed in 

mapa iE hi i i II 

a frame carrier, a zinc backing being also inserted to 
prevent light penetrating. These carriers are placed 
in the end of the camera into a hinged box, which is 
detachable. After the lust plate is in, a spring is inserted 
which keeps the front plate in correct focal register. 

The method of changing the platesis very ingenious: 
a quarter turn is given to a button at the side, which 
causes the plate box spoken of to hinge forward. The 
plates now lie in a horizontal position; the front plate 
is retained in its place by a novel catch, but when it is 
raised, or more correctly speaking, pushed forward 
(when in the horizontal position), a half an inch it 
immediately detaches itself, and the next plate being 
pressed by the spring immediately takes the place of 
the first. This detaching of the plate is effected by a 
small knob, situated below that which causes the plate 
box to hinge. The exposed plate now being free, it 
at once drops into a reservoir at the bottom of the 
camera. When the piate chamber is in position for 
exposing, a knob on the top of the camera insures 
its being kept absolutely upright. 

The lenses provided with this camera are, according 
to price either rectilinear or single achromatic. The 
Thornton-Pickard roller blind shutter is fitted to the 
camera. This popular form of shutter is admirably 
adapted for work of every class, as it can be regulated 
from slow to high speed. A safety shutter behind the 
lens, and a sunk finder are also provided. 

My Experience with the Oxy- 

Ether Light and Scott’s 

Benzoline Saturator. 
By E. H. STEVENSON, NORWICH. 

In 1887 I found it necessary to use the limelight for 

my public illustrated lectures. I had not hitherto 

used it, and consequently was at a loss to know which 

form to take up; after much inquiry I determined 

to try the oxy-ether. For three seasons, night after 

night, under every conceivable circumstance, I have 

used it at drawing-room entertainments, where we have 

had select audiences of about a dozen or so: to an open- 

air entertainment where | have had an audience of over 

five thousand ; in winter and in summer, indoors and 

out, never has it been anything but thoroughly satisfac- 

tory. and I have never had a hitch. 1 have used it 

with various jets, with gas- bags, and also with cylinders; 

but always with a single lantern, for I very much pre- 

fer asingle lantern. For several reasons I have used 

a special form of the patent porous saturators. 

About twelve monthsago I thought 1 would try Scott’s 

Saturators. First I tried the cold, this! did not find 

very satisfactory. If I were to tell youall my experi- 

ence with the warm-bath saturator I should occupy 

too much of your valuable space. At the first public 

lecture I gave with it my light went out with a bang 

fourteen times! However, I determined not to give 

it up without a further trial, and I wrote to Mr. Scott, 

and after having received his answer I tried again, and 

-was very pleased with the result ; and all through this 

season I have used it with very grand results. A 

customer of mine, to whom I supplied the apparatus, 

has also used it for advertising purposes every night 

for three months ; the disc has been much brighter than 

it could possibly have been with any other form of 

limelight, and the public have been able to read the 

advertisements at a distance of one-third of a mile. 
Let me give one word of advice to all who use 

saturators of any kind. Never attempt to light up a 

second time until you have disconnected your tubes 
and blown through them. 

10% 

A Mixing Jet—Oxygen from Bottle 
and Hydrogen (House Gas) 

from the Main. 
By ANDREW PRINGLE, 

IN the issue of June 1, I see under “Notes and 

Queries” a reply to a correspondent (Mr. W. Vicarey) 

about my way of using a mixing Jet with hydrogen 

from the main. Nothing would be more grievous to 

me than that an accident should befall any lanternist 
through following instructions given by me, and, 
therefore, I venture to address a few words for the 

benefit of our readers. 
I have for years employed the arrangement alluded 

to by the correspondent, and I have used it, as I may 

say, constantly. My gas is often lighted for a whole 
day. my “cut-off” arrangement being employed to 
prevent waste of gas. I take oxygen from a cylinder 
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‘fitted with a Beard’s regulator; the hydrogen comes 
from the main by a tube partly of ‘“‘compo,” partly of 
rubber. 

The jet is of the ordinary make by Newton, the gauze 
which was originally init having been removed. The 
nipple, as Mr. Vicarey notes, is a specially small one 
—first, in order to compensate for the low pressure on 
the hydrogen ; and second, because I do not require, 
and, in fact, could not use astrong light, my work with 
this light being only photo-micrographic. 

During all the time I have used this arrangement I 
have never had the slightest hitch with it, and it was 
only after long use of it that I ventured to even mention 
it in public. If I thought that my somewhat long ex- 
perience of the limelight alone conduced to my im- 
munity from mishap, I should never have dared to 
suggest its use to the general public. I have used the 
same arrangement for projecting ordinary views on | 
the screen, but I certainly do not recommend it for 
this purpose. 
Iam bound to say that within my knowledge an 

accident once occurred, producing some alarm. but no 
damage, when hydrogen was used from the main with a 
mixing jet ; but in this case the oxygen was in a hag. 
The baz was used in a way I do not approve of for 
any purpose ; and, further, the bag or the tube leading 
from the bag was accidentally trodden on, or in some 
other way meddled with. The nipple was of ordinary 
size. 

In conclusion, be it clearly understood, that I do not 
recommend the arrangement for ordinary use. The 
nipple must be of a specially small bore, and the 
Operator ought to be of as large a mental bore or ; 
calibre as possible. But I repeat, I have never 
had a symptom of danger with the arrangement. 

es 

How | Became a Lanternist.—V. | 

Bvoree Vice-PrestoentT of ‘the Lantern Soctery. 

(Continued from page 112.) 

I EVENTUALLY invested ina Bi-unial, but why, it is 
rather difficult to say. It is true that in giving a 
certain subject before a popular audience there is a 
little attraction perhaps in being able to turn a, 
morning mist into an evening thunderstorm, or a snow 
‘scene into a fire, or Tintern by daylight into Tintern 
by moonlight. At the same time it suggests to the 
audience a little trickiness which may be acceptable 
to the young people, and those who do not understand 
or who are mere outsiders. But to the practical 
lanternist who is in “the know" it is not an idea to 
profoundly wish for Therefore, if I was having 
another lantern built, instead of having a double one 
I should have a single one, and instead of having the 
full size I should have one about Sin. square, and 
made so light that I could carry it, together with the 
lens and burner, in a box of small dimensions to any 
place I wished without having to resort to the assis- 
tance of cab, carriage, ‘bus, train or porter. I never 
could understand why lanterns were made so big, and 
I confess I do not understand it now ; but having had 
a great deal of experience and inspected a large 
number, I can onlysay I think bigness to be a mistake. ' 

| handsome that is perhaps the only disadvantage. 

I believe it to be possible, and I do speak as a partial 
outsider in this, to get a lantern that shall be duly 
ventilated, and thoroughly practicable of the small size 
just named. 
My experience with the oil and with the lime-light 

impressed me with the advantages of alanternthat could 
be used with either sources of illumination, so I had 
my bi-unial divided, so that either half could be used 
as a single lantern with the oxygen light, or the one 
half used with a four-wick paraffin. Talking of paraffin 
as an illuminant for the lantern, I should like to know 
if it can be put through any treatment that would 
prevent the disagreeable stench that follows its track. 
I believe it to be impossible, however careful one may 
be to exhibit an oil lantern without some effluvia 
making the room most disagreeable, and for this 
reason, if I am only showing pictures to three or four, 
I hitch on the gas bottle and am more than satisfied 
at the extra expense. 

But there is one advantage I find of being able to 
use the oil lantern in the house, and it is that at any 
time we may try the merits of slides one may be 
making. Having purchased, borrowed. or hired a new 
set of slides, one can readily run them through previous 
to public exhibition, with the aid of the oil light in any 
small room that may be at liberty ; and if at any time 
the oxygen gives out, one is at any rate partially in- 
dependent, and there is consolation as well as comfort 
in feeling that you are not altogether dependent on 
circumstances. 

As material for building lanterns, Mahogany is all 
very well, but seeing that they have a metal body, I 
should go for eliminating every ounce of weight that 
can be taken off to increase the portable qualities, and 
therefore for all practical purposes a metal lantern is 
as good as a mahogany one, and if it does not look so 

It 
will be interesting for some one to inform the readers 
what will be the relative cost of Aluminium and 
Platinum for the purpose of building lanterns. The 
bright polish they take as well as the purity of the 
metals, their marvellous strength and almost unaccount- 
able lightness, would be great advantages. 

(To be continued.) 

10: 

An Illuminated Fountain, and How 

to Make it. 
By R. DORMER, NEWYOWNBARRY. 

(Continued from page 111.) 

ALL the water raised by the fountain could not 
be confined within the limit of thirty-six inches 
diameter, and as it would be very undesirable that it 
should be so confined, even if possible (the effect being 
much more beautiful when there is a considerable 
spreading of the water indescending), it is necessary 
to have a supplemental receptacle, easily attached to 
and detached from the receptacle proper, and, of 
course, emptying into it. 

For this purpose I constructed an appliance, 
resembling when in position a monster umbrella 
inverted ; the frame is made of stout laths, five feet 
long ; to one end of each lath a piece of wood, with 5B? 
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DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF 

NEW LANTERN SLIDE SETS 
Just Published by 

G. W. WILSON & CO., 2, St. Swithin Street, ABERDEEN, Scotland. 

With reference to our Lantern Slide Sets, we bey to direct your attention to the fact 

I.—That our Slides are not made from rough drawings or Woodcuts, but from direct photographs. 

II.—No inferior or second rate negatives are used. 

IlI.—Every Slide made in our works is individually tested. 

Our Customers hare thus a guarantee that the high standard of excellence of nur Lantern Slides in former years 
will be more than maintained. 

The Paradise of the Pacific: a Trip to the great 
Hawaiian Volcano and the Lepers’ Home. 

58 Slides. 
Views of Honolulu, the capital of the Kingdom ; portraits 

of the Hawaiian Royal Family ; types of natives 1a various 
dresses ; and specimens of different fruit are first shown. 
Then a short trip is made through the islands, visiting the 
Leper Settlements of Molokai, aud finally visiting the great 
Crater of Kilauea Volcano. Amouy other interesting pic- 
tures in this set isa portrait of the late Father Damiea on 
what eveutually was his deathbed, wad a series of views of 
a sugar plantation. 

A Thousand Miles up the Nile. 
70 Slides. 

Startiug from Alexandria, a visit is made first to Cairo, of 
which a dozen views are shown, and then to the Pyramids 
aud Sphinx. Theu taking to the Nile, the Bae points 
of interest (including fourteen of the various ruius of Thebes; 
are shown Io their order until Aboo Simbel, immediately 
north of the second cataract is reached. ‘here the trip ends 
with a view of the immense Statue of Riauieses [L. carved 
out of the living rock. Inthe course of the lecture is shown 
a slide of the actual mummy of this king—a monarch who 
is doubly interesting to us on account of his being the 
Pharaoh of the Oppression. Weare thus able to look on the 
veritable features of the Pharaoh whose heart was hardened 
against the Jews, and who played such an important partiu 
Kiblical history, fourthousand years beforethe Christian Mra, 

The Architecture of Scotland. 
60 Slides, 

This reading traces the gradual rise and development of 
Scottish architecture from the earliest period down to the 
present day. lt forms iw cotupanion reading to the one 
on ‘‘'the Architecture of Kugiand "’ published last year. 

English Cathedrals. 
A series of short readings, each onasinglecathedral. ‘hhey 

are all arranged in the same way. First comes a general or 
distant view of the cathedral, then one or two near views, and 
the best interior views, with any specially interesting parts. 
Usually one or two interesting views of the town the cathe- 
dral is situated in are added. ‘Ihe following are additions 
to the series already done— 

Durham Cathedral - - - 19 Slides. 
Westminster Abbey - - - 15 ‘i 
Gloucester Cathedral - - - 24 i 

Worcester Cathedral - - - 22 

Kingsley’s Home at Eversley. 

8 Slides. 

A series of views of Eversley Rectory and the Rectory 
Garden,one with the famous writer himself inthe foreground, 
one or twoot Eversley Church, and one of Kinysley's Grave. 

Whinsicalities. 

3 Slides. 

‘Three grotesque pictures—*‘ Awful Warnings’ toawateur 
photographers against the abuse of short- focussed lenses. 
‘There is nu reading, as the titles explain themselves. 

Antiquities at Athens. 

18 Slides. 
A series of views of the chief Antiquities at Athens, the 

Acropulis, the Parthenon, &c., with w pian showing the sites 
of the various builuings. his is an eat: urged and ‘Improved 
edition of the set bearing the same name published last year. 

Sports and Athletics. 
2k Slides. 

(Chiesly fron the wonderful negatives by Mr, Lowis Meldun) 
A series of twenty-four slides from instantaneous 

negatives of ‘Lennis, Bicycling, kunning, Cricket, Leaping, 
Diving, Coaching, Yachting, Golf, &e. 

The Home of ‘Grace Darling, 
20 Slides. 

A description of the birthplace of this heroine in humble 
life, with views of the scenery amid which she lived and died. 
A slide of Grace Darting fromthe best portraitin existence 
is given. ‘ 

Cats at Play. 
5 Slides. 

Humorous photographs from life of various scenes in the 
life of cats. 

Additions have also been made to our series of 
Cloud and Water Effects. Snow Scenes. 

Animal Studies. Portraits from Life. 

And our miscellaneous English and Scottish 

Landscapes and Architectural Subjects. 

‘DETAILED LANTERN SLIDE CATALOGUE sent post-free on application. 
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£8 10 0. Price List of Photographic Apparatus, &e., post - free. 

_. Trade List of Specialities in Photographic FRAMES and MOUNTS free on receipt of business card. 

DEALER IN PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS AND PICTURE 
WILLIAM F. SLATER, FRAME MANUPACTURER 

169, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, CAMBERWELL, S.E. 

THE ‘BONANZA’ AUTOMATIC MAGAZINE HAND CAMERA. 
The simplest and most perfect Automatic Detective Camera yet invented. No 

intricate mechanism to get out of order. Plates changed instantly. No double 
exposures; vo sticking of plates. Carries 12 }-plates ; can also be used for films 
Fitted with extra rapid Leus, Thornton: Pickard Roller Blind Shutter, also safety 
Shutter, and recessed Finder. Measures S by 6 by lO0$in. Is compact, portable, 

and handy. This is essentially rue Camera for high-class work. Price £3 3s. 

Intending purchasers are invited to send for Lists giving detailed particulars. 

R. & A. J. MERCER, (6, King Street, Sparkbrook, Birmingham. 

CONSTRUCTED ON THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES. 

OPTICAL QUALITIES CANNOT BE SURPASSED. 

LH FE aa A Mi E R” Perfected Automatic 
L HAND CAMERA 

ONLY ONE MOVEMENT. NO PLATE CAN POSSIBLY BE EXPOSED TWICE. TWICE. 

TALBOT & EAMER, Sole Manufacturers, 1, EXCHANGE ST., BLACKBURN. 
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a notch cut in it about five inches deep, is securely 
screwed, at an angle of about 75deg.; these notches 
fit on the sides of the receptacle proper. The frame 
is covered with calico, which after being tacked to 
it is painted, thus a perfectly waterprooé supplemental 
receptacle is the result, forming with the receptacle ; 

; being a rotary one, capable of pumping about fifteen proper a basin of thirteen feet diameter. 
This supplemental receptacle is open at one end, for 

convenience of fixing and packing, and also to enable 
the operator to get to the jets without difficulty, if 
required ; the open ends are united when in position, 
by means of a five feet thin lath, tacked to one end, 
and containing a notch in the centre, which fastens in 
a cleat attached to a similar lath on the opposite end ; 
the principle of fastening being the same as the hook 
and eye, but owing to the laths, which keep the calico 
stretched, much better, as the appliance when fastened 
is perfectly taut. 
When the fountain is worked in the manner I.am 

about to describe, it is necessary to have the receptacle 
placed on a platform, or other elevation, about four 
feet high. If a platform is not available an empty 
petroleum cask set on end, and raised a few inches, will 
answer the purpose, provided it is perfectly level and 
steady. Behind the platform, and on the floor, at 
any convenient distance, a petroleum cask placed on 
end is filled with water ; two holes are bored in the 
top, one to take the overflow from fountain, which 
is conveyed by means of an rin. bore indiarubber 
Pipe, one end of which is attached to the coupling in 
receptacle, and the other end pushed down an inch or 
two into the hole bored for it in cask. The second 
hole in top of petroleum cask is for supply pipe of 
pump, which reaches to within about an inch of the 
bottom. The gump is temporarily screwed to top of 
cask—or it may be otherwise secured—to keep it 
steady ; the discharge pipe of pump is circular—a 
spout would not do—and has a coupling to take one 
inch bore indiarubber pipe. 
A few feet from the cask with pump, placed on the 

platform or other elevation if possible, there is a small 
empty vinegar or beer cask, which must be perfectly 
air-tight. 
bottom as possible, a coupling, to take one end of 

‘gallons per minute. 

This cask has screwed into it, as close to | 

indiarubber pipe, the other end of which is attached | 
to the discharge pipe of pump, anda connection is thus 
formed between the pump and small cask. There are: 
also screwed in the side of this cask, as near as possible ' 
to the bottom, four straight half-inch bore stop-cocks, ; 
with couplings for indiarubber piping, by means of 
which the small cask is connected with the fountain, 
one end of each pipe being connected to the union on 
fountain, and the other end to the union of one of the 
3top-cocks in cask. 

The fountain with fittings—which from the foregoing 
description it will be understood can be put together 
or taken asunder in a few minutes—is thus complete, 
and can be displayed for any length of time required, 
all that is necessary being to work the pump as long 
asit is desired to have the fountain playing, and turn 
on the stop-cocks. It will be evident that several dif- 
ferent combinations of the jets can be made by turning 
some full on, others halfon, &c., or by at times stop- ' 
ping off some altogether. 
The height to which the water can be raised de- , 

pends on the power of pump, and also, probably to a 
considerable extent, on the size of cask containing the 

stop-cocks, as the pressure is obtained by means of air 
being compressed in that cask in the process of pump- 
ing, and, therefore, its size would regulate the quan- 
tity of air to be compressed, and the amount of pres- 
sure that might be obtained. In connection with my 
fountain, I use a five-gallon vinegar cask, my pump 

The water is raised through a 
centre jet, when playing alone, about 2oft., and when 
all the jets are playing simultaneously, about 12ft. to 
15ft. I have no doubt I could get equally good 
results with a much smaller pump, as the operator has 
frequently to stop pumping for atime, the jets being 
unable to take all the water as fast as it can be sup- 
plied, when the pressure is very great, which it often 
is after a few minutes’ pumping. 

Having thus described the fountain and fittings, and 
the manner of working, it now only remains for me 
to explain the best methods of applyingthe light. Of 
course, the more brilliant the light is the better will 
be the effect. I use the ethoxo light, but think a very 
pleasing result can be obtained by using the oxycal- 
cium, safety blow-through, or even a superior quality. 
oil light, provided the lantern is a really good one. 
Of this, however, I cannot speak with certainty. The 
best position from which to manipulate the light is 
from the flies, directly over the centre jet, using a 
mirror at anangle, to reflect the light down on water. 
If showing ina hall or room in which there are no flies, 
the light may be shown to advantage from an elevation 
of about Sft. behind the fountain, assuming the 
audience to be in front only ; but this is only-practic- 
able when it is possible to get sufficiently far behind 
the fountain with lantern to throw a disc.that will be 
large enough to illuminate the water to the highest 
point to which it is desired to raise it. If shown in 
this way, a temporary cap of opaque paper might be 
tied round the front tube of lantern, in which a V 
shaped orifice should be cut, which would confine the 
light to the water, and thus prevent a portion of a 
coloured disc from showing on the surroundings. 

The light may also be shown from underneath, but 
in that case a slight addition is required in construc- 

‘ tion of fountain receptacle ; it is also necessary, if the 
light is reflected from underneath, to place the re- 
ceptacle on a skeleton stand, not less than 1$8in. high, 
which may, however, constitute or form a part of the 
aft. elevation, on which in any case the fountain re- 
ceptacle should be placed. The addition to receptacle 
consists of a tube, about din. in diameter, soldered to 
it in such position that it will be just behind and quite 
close to the centre jet ; this tube should project about 
Sin. in the receptacle, and havea piece of glass secured 
in the top, to prevent any water from going through ; 
it also descends about 12in. below the receptacle, and 
underneath a mirror is placed, at an angle which 
reflects the light from lantern upwards through the 
tube, and thus the water is illuminated. 

Other means of reflecting the light may suggest 
themselves to readers who may wish to construct a 
fountain as described ; but it should be borne in mind 
that as the colours shine through the water, it is 
necessary that the light be manipulated either from 
above or underneath, or else that the fountain be 
placed between it and the audience, in order that the 
brilliancy of the display may be properly perceived 
and fully enjoyed. 
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Colouring Lantern Slides.—No. I. 
By A. W. Scott. | 

THE art of painting in transparent colours is an | 
attractive one to persons who possess patience and 
taste in the arrangement of tints. When the outline 
and shading of a picture have been already done by 
photographic means, the application of a few washes . 
of colour will frequently enhance the beauty of the 
picture considerably, although the work may only , 
occupy a few minutes. : 

The superiority of coloured pictures over plain 
photographs as a means of entertaining the general 
public in a lantern exhibition is admitted by all 
lanternists of experience. Even the finest uncoloured 
slides become monotonous to an audience after a score 
or so have been exhibited, while the varying effects of 
colour producible in the skies of landscapes, and in 
the details of most pictures, impart a charm which is 
always appreciated. 

Shde-painting in its higher branches requires great 
skill and experience; there are trade secrets in the ' 
business, by which special colours are produced, and 
certain effects obtained, which to a beginner seem to 
defy attempts to imitate them; in short, the art 
presents special technical difficulties, with which I 
propose to deal. The simple tinting of a good photo- 
graphic slide is not difficult, provided that the proper 
materials are at hand, and the right method is adopted. 

There are two systems of colouring slides ; oil and 
varnish colours may be used, or we can employ water- 
colours. Professional slide-painters generally use 
varnish colours, and there is no doubt that these are 
the best, because they are the most durable. Water- 
colours are capable of fine effects, but they should be 
always protected by a coat of varnish. The heat of a 
powerful limelight, such as would be used ina first-class 
exhibition, is considerable, and only varnish colours 
will stand the ordeal without detriment. Brilliant 
tints can also be produced by dyes, and gelatine slides 
may be coloured by simply staining the film ; but this 
is the lowest class of colouring, and no lanternist of 
experience would buy such slides, for they are sure to 
deteriorate if often shown by limelight. Some dyes ! 
are much more durable than others, but the safest | 
plan is to avoid their use as much as possible. 

Varnish colours are pigments mixed with a varnish; 
oil colours are the same pigments ground ina slow- 
drying oil. For lantern slides there is no doubt that 
varnish colours are the best; they dry quickly, and are 
more transparent. Varnish colours can be obtained 
from lantern opticians and from slide-painters. If 
these are not obtainable the ordinary artist’s oil colours 
may be employed. 

There are some transparent colours included in the | 
series of oil paints sold by a few firms which are; 
valuable to slide-painters, and a few remarks upon 
these may be useful. 

Prussian Blue.—This is invaluable for skies and all 
stippled tints. It is perfectly transparent, rich in 
colour, and remarkable for its intensity, a very thin 
layer of the pigment producing a powerful colour. This 
property of intensity renders it easy to produce tints 
even of any depth by the tapping action of the finger ; 
tip, called ‘‘dabbing,” which spreads the colour over | 
the glass in a layer so even and smooth as to be com- , 

i 
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parable with stained glass. Prussian blue has a slight 

_ greenish tint, especially when viewed by artificial light;. 

this may be corrected by adding a trace of crimson 

lake, mauve, or French ultramarine. For moonlight 

skies a little burnt umber or lamp-black is frequently 

added ; while for evening effects, just after sunset, the 

colour can be used pure. Good purples and violets 

may be obtained by mixing Prussian blue with mauve, 

crimson lake, or pink madder; brilliant greens by 

‘uniting it with any of the yellows ; and sober greens 

by combining it with burnt sienna and the brown 

pigments. In short, Prussian blue is an indispensable 

colour to the slide-painter; it dries quickly, if mixed. 
with mastic varnish or other suitable medium. | 
Antwerp Blue is equivalent to Prussian blue, diluted. 

with megilp; it has no special advantages, and 

although an excellent colour initself, yet with Prussian 

blue at our service, it is practically useless to the slide 

artist. 
French Ultramarine.—This blue is quite transparent 

and free from any green tinge, even when viewed by 

oil-light. It is useful for making purples by mixture 

with pink colours ; it has little intensity, dries rather 

slowly, and is better adapted for brushwork than for 

‘ dabbing. 
Crimson Lake.—This colour is the best red available 

to the slide artist, but is not so perfect as might be 

wished. It has little intensity, and is capable only of 

comparatively pale tints in the dabbing process; — 

deeper tints can be produced with the brush, but owing 

to a slight translucency of the pigment the colour is: 
apt to look darker on the screen than it appears on. 
the slide. However, some crimsons are much more 
transparent than others, and if prepared in varnish. 
instead of oil, satisfactory results can be obtained. 
Crimson lake in oil dries slowly. A good scarlet is 
obtainable by mixing crimson lake with gamboge;. 
and flesh tints by adding it to burnt sienna and the. 

brown pigments. 
(To be continucd.) 
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Useful Hints for Operators. 
By Horace HILTON. 

PIPING ON FLooR.—In working blow-through jets in 
strange halls, &c., some little difficulty is often ex- 

‘ perienced by operators in securing their hydrogen 

supply pipe against accidents and practical jokes. 

The difficulty may at once be removed, by threading 

the rubber pipe through a few lengths of iron gas barrel. 

| loosely connected. Six four-ft. lengths of 3in. inside 
diameter pipe will be found very convenient, and the 
threading process is accomplished much quicker if the 
rubber pipe is slipped on the end of a long rod—say 
the end portion of a lecturer's pointer. If jin. pipe is 
used, it can be made to supply direct, and can be 
connected with indiarubber ferrules, cut from suitable 

sized pipe. This latter plan can be fixed quicker, and. 
the piping will weigh considerably less, but it is not so- 
secure as the first plan suggested ; but in either case: 

the supply is protected, and although the piping re- 

poses on the floor, the operator's peace of mind is not: 

disturbed nor his temper aroused, and the lecturers 

patience is not tried. Such bliss as this is well worth 

what little trouble is necessary in laying on or looking 
after one more piece of luggage. 
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FOR SUCCESSFUL SLIDE MAKING USE ONLY 

FRYS LANTERN PLATES. 
OD At DRA ES. 

THE FRY MANUFACTURING CO., 
5, CHANDOS STREET, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, W.C. 

Works—KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, Telegraphic Address—‘ ENLARGEMENTS, LONDON.” 

A PRACTICAL 

HAND CAMERA 
AND 

A COMMON-SENSE WAY OF USING IT. 

See Hand Camera Pamphlet (just published), 2 Stamps. 

CAMERA WITH RACK AND PINION FOCUSSING, INDEX AND KERSHAW SHUTTEL- 

£2 lds. RR LENS, 33s. EXTRA. SIZE, SHAPE AND WEIGUT OF 

A BOX OF CIGARS. 

vs... It is admitted by all disinterested photographers of experience that I have 
produced the most practical Hand Camcra cver offered. It is not a Magazine,. 
and has, therefore, not the intricacy of a sewing machine, because such is not 
required. It is a straightforward, common-sense apparatus for a certain purpose! 
viz., ‘Snap Shot” Photography ; and at the same time equally suituble for use 
as any ordinary camera for time exposures when mounted on a tripod, &c. 

By not being a Magazine it has the merit of s¢mplicéty, and by being provided 
with Barnett’s Patent Dark Slides (for which I am the sole agent in Europe) it 
has the virtue of efficiency, besides other advantages, such as portability, lightness, 
&c., &c. (and these are not all; you must read the pamphlet). 

But just try and think of the scores of times a Hand Camera is required for 
perhaps two or three exposures only. With this Camera, two or three, four or 
five, or six plates may be carried in the pocket as little memoranda books, and we 
can sally forth with a perfect little instrament no bigger than a cigar box. But 
with a Magazine Camera we must trudge off with the whole affair, sometimes as 
big as a portmanteau, for the sake of one or two exposures, and to change the 
Plates we must set some machinery in motion, “turn this button first, push up: 
this knob and release that spring,” and adjust the whole so carefully, or it won't 
go, “hold it quite level, then turn the whole thing over,” or fiddle about with a 
black bag, and so on, and so on. In fact, the whole thing is too ridiculous in the 
face of a simpler method. 

My method of holding a Hand Camera—viz., under the chin—has, since it was 
first published in the British Journal of Photography, met with such approval, 
that there can be little doubt it will become universal. It was only one of the 
common-sense ideas connected with my Camera. 

PAMPHLET CATALOGUE, 2 STAMPS. 

Ww. I. CHADWICK, 
2, ST. MARY’S STREET, MANCHESTER. 

g 
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London, 
MANUFACTURERS cr HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS 

BI-UNIAL AND TRIPLE LANTERNS. © AN IMMENSE STOCK OF FINEST 

THREE AND FOUR WICK OIL LANTERNS, | PHOTOGRAPHIC wWIEWsS, 
of Highest, Quality and Efficiency. Illustrating all parts of the World, 22/- per dozen. 

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS, | SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS 
AND SCREEN STANDS. For taking Lantern Pictures. 

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application. Ask for Lantern List. 

W. WATSON & SONS, 318, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. 

ESTABLISHED 9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON. 
a 251, SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA. 

Price 2d.+ per post sd. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS 
A WEEKLY RECORD OF THE PROGRESS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. 

Che Photographic Hews 
Ts a high-class journal that has long been recognised as the guide ancl instructor of the beginner, the medium of communi - 
cation and interchange of ideas between more advanced students, and the record of all improvements and discoveries 
which take place in photography and the allied sciences. It contains information derived from foreign as well as domestic 
sources ; reviews of photographic books, reports of the transactions of English and foreign photographic societies replies to 

correspondents seeking information on photographic and other scientific subjects of a like nature, &c., &c. 

PIPER & CARTER, 5, FURNIVAL STREET, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C. 

IMPROVED 

KEY 
CAMERA 

MEASURES ONLY 

8x5x4 ing, 
PRICE, 

QUARTER-PLATE, £7 7s. 
| ne eae 

THE 

PLATINOTYPE 

COMPANY, 

29, SOUTHAMPTON ROW, 

Holborn, London, W.C. 

20/6 | 2) ,, 32/6 
. 22,6)4 ,, 37/6 

= 244, 236 | 42 ,, 42/6 
Pu 25/-|5 4, 47/6 

Instantancous from 11/6 
Stereo. “ime,” and Instant 

aneous, from 26/- “TIME” SHUTTER 
© 3H THORNTON PICKARD 

i " a : cturin ° 
IS |THE SIMPLEST AND THE BEST. QaARE Diu Marre st. doansgate 

Manchester. 
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PIPING SUSPENDED.—If rubber pipe is suspended 
with long intervals, or has to encounter several sharp 

angles, ‘‘ doubling up " may be prevented by tying a: 
piece of string tightly round pipe in advance of point 
of suspension, taking up the weight and tying back to 

where the “ doubling” would take place. This plan 

has never once failed me, though resorted to number- 

less times. 

dissolver, it will be found very advantageous not to 

screw same direct to lantern body, but to fasten on 

instead a pair of slotted plates, into which the dissolver 

will slide tightly. This plan allows of the lantern 
being packed into less space, the attachment of pipes, 
&c., can be made much easier and quicker, and the 
dissolver more readily removed for cleaning and adjust- 
ing. Since fitting my triple in this manner, the 
experiment has proved an undoubted improvement. 

TuRNING Limes.—If any one has a jet with an 

obstinate spiral spring lime-turning arrangement, caused 

by the spiral’s fondness for one particular position, the 

defect can be easily set right by inserting on turning 
rod a small brass counteracting spring pressing against 

the bearing block. One of my jets was once afflicted 
in this manner, but by treating same as proposed, its 
defect was at once remedied. 

20% 

Editorial Table. 

CATALOGUES.—Messrs. G. W. Wilson and Co., of 
Aberdeen, send us a list of new sets of lantern slides 

which are about ready for publication. These include 

~-A Visit to the Lepers’ Home, Up the Nile, English 

Cathedrals, Sports, Animal Studies, and several others. 

Comic slides and stories are not forgotten, and 

“ Tippoo, a Tale of a Tiger” (38 slides), and “ The 

Demon Cat” (26 slides), will be found to be very 

amusing sets. Every slide, we are informed, is indi- 

vidually tested before it leaves the works of Messrs. 

Wilson and Co. 
A handsome bound catalogue from Messrs. Taylor, 

Taylor, and Hobson, of Leicester and London, is 

before us. Besides containing illustrations and prices 

of this firm’s numerous styles of lenses, finders, and 

levels, the principles of a lens’ action is explained, and 

instructions for the preservation of lenses are given. 

The flange fittings are made in accordance with the 

standards of the Photographic Society of Great 

Britain, and standard screw adapters are supplied to 

carry any lens in a flange larger than its own. 

One of the special features in the catalogue of Mr. 

William Hume, Edinburgh, is the cantilever enlarging 

lantern, which is filled for oil or limelight. Cameras, 

lenses, and other photographic sundries swell this list 

to about 6o pages. 

FRAMES.—We have a couple of picture frames 

made by Mr. W. F. Slater, Southampton-street, Cam- 

berwell, and a careful examination ot them testifies to 

the high-class workmanship of this firm. Mr. Slater 

is also a dealer in photographic apparatus, and issues 

a monthly list of new and second-hand apparatus for 

sale or exchange. 

Correspondence. 

ETHER-OXYGEN LIGHT IN AFRICA. 
[To the Editor.) 

S1R,—Having react Colonel T. Deane’s experience with 
the Ether-Oxygen Light in India, I should like to say 
something about experiences I had with it in Africa. Last 
; year Texhibited and lectured upon Edison’s latest phono- 

DISSOLVER ATTACHMENT.—With reference to the | graph throughout South Africa—viz., Cape Colony, Natal, 
the ‘I'ransvaal, and the Orange Free State. The first part of 

; my tour I used a patent four-wick oil lantern to illustrate 
: sound waves (and the uses of the phonograph) on the screen. 
During the latter part of my tour J exhibited with the 
phonograph, a diorama of the Paris Exhibition, &c., by the 
aid of a bi-unial lantern and saturator. My assistant had a 
few difficulties with the saturator at first, but they were soon 
overcome. The first wasowing to bad ether, the next too 
much weight which caused the pipes to be blown off, I 
found the saturator will not stand the amount of weight that 
is required for the oxy-hydrogen light. After the first three 

| exhibitions I found the saturator a great success, and the 
light excellent. I must confess it requires very great care 
and attention ; with that I have every reason to say I found 
ether-oxygen light is all one could wish it to be. The manu- 
facture of hydrogen gas when travelling is very troublesome. 
There are only two towns in South Africa where coal 
gas can be obtained—Cape Town and Port Elizabeth. The 
difficulties of travelling in Africa when off the railway some- 
times are great (some of the towns I visited are hundreds of 
miles from any railway). To give you one instance of it, I 
started from one town at three o'clock in the morning to 
arrive at the next town as I calculated about two in the after- 
noon. I arrived after six inthe evening. Then had to make 
the gas, fix screen, set up electric phonograph, battery, ke, 
dress, dine, and commence my lectureat eight o'clock, which 
I did, and so successful was the entertainment that the 
resident magistrate got up and publicly invited me to stay 
another night and he would guarantee a good audience, an 
offer I could not accept owing to other engagements. Now, 

| if the ether-oxygen light was a success under the difficulties 
I had to conterfd with in Africa. it should be a success any- 
where. —I beg to remain, yours, STANLEY A. PAGE, 

Ryde, I. W. 
ETHER SATURATORS. 

[Vo the Editor.) 
Str,—Mr, Pumphrey is not quite correct in his supposition 

that I have had little experience with saturators. I have 
three, one of which has been in use nearly two years. Re- 
specting the safety of this light, the very fact that testec 
flame extinguishers are recommended is a tacit admission 
that there is an element of danger, asno professional operator 
uses them with the oxy-hydrogen light. He trusts to con- 
stant pressure for safety. 

A short time ago I was shown a saturator which had 

been blown to pieces, and in this case pumice chambers. 
| were used (I do not say they were Mr. Pumphrey's) ; the 

| pumice-stone was scattered the whole length of the india- 
A hot brick or hot-water bottle is recom- 

mended if the temperature of the atmosphere is]ow. Where 

is the traveliing operator to get a hot brick from? He goes 

into many places where there is neither fire nor means to get 
hot water. Any apparatus for the production of limelight is 
of no practical use unless it is ready at all times and avail- 
able at all places. A light that will not burn two hours with- 

out attention is most inconvenient, as if two or three lanterns 

were used it would only last one and a-half hours or so, 
according to what description of slides were used. 

The vendors of the Porous Safety Saturator expressly say 
that the light should be turned off at the jet first (they have 

provided no taps to the saturator, see woodcut in any London 

dealer’s catalogue). 

rubber tubing. 
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It has been urged that the aperture of my jet is too large, , 
but safety from a serious explosion should not depend upon 
‘this. Perhaps some one will tellus what is the largest size 
boreithat can be used with safety ? 

The difficulty with the saturator is its uncertainty. I have 
used mine a dozen times without the slightest hitch, and then 
when dissolving or turning out, off go the tubes. It is 
folly to make light of the pops and explosions. 
little or no consequence at home, or when exhibiting to a few 
friends, but in a public hall or drawing-room entertainment, 
where there are children, the result would be disastrous were 
the light to suddenly fail. I would refer those who may 
think I am unduly prejudiced against saturators to my letter 
in the January number, Notwithstanding all that has been 
said in favour of the ether saturator, I am still of opinion that 
it should not be used where there are children, or in any 
place where a slight explosion would be likely to cause a 
panic. My experiences are confined to the Patent Safety 
Porous Saturator, never having seen Mr. Pumphrey’s 
apparatus, or Mr. Scott's in use.—I am, yours obediently, 

C. G. NORTON. 
38, Marchmont-street, London, W.C., May 27, 1891 

HOLIDAY HOMES. 
(Lo the Editor.) 

Str,—May I plead with your readers the cause of the 
tloliday Homes movement of the Ragged School Union ? 
Its object is a fortnight's holiday in the country for the poor 
children attending the two hundred ragged-schools and 
missions connected with the Union. There is, or should be, 
a fellow-feeling between us and your readers. It is now 
‘many years since we included the magic lantern among our 
educational and entertaining agencies ; and if any of your 
veaders care to make life studies among our protégés they 
will find material both for moving figures and graphic 
groups. Our needs in the matter of the Ifoliday Homes 
movement are pounds, shillings, and pence, and if, wherever 
or whenever your readers are gathered together, they will 
make a joint effort on our behalf, the result will be to in- 
crease the number of children by whom this holiday is so 
muchneeded.—Yours obediently, JOHN KrRk, Secretary. 

Holiday Homes Fund, Ragged School Union, 
Exeter Hall, Strand, W.C. 

EXCESS OF ETHER—A CAUSE OF POPS WITIL 
A SATURATOR. 
(Zo the Editor, | 

S1r,—Having given upwards of fiftecn exhibitions during 
the last winter with the above light, I should like to record 
my opinion in its favour. My custom is to add Soz. of ether 
each night to the saturator, then incline itat an angle of about 
45 degs., and at the expiration of an hour, pour back into a 
bottle as much of the liquid as will leave the saturator at 
‘that angle. Having read the different expressions of opinion 
in our Journal, I remarked to my lecturing companion, 
that on this particular occasion I would not withdraw the 
surplus ether, but would go in for the reported ‘‘ pops.” We | 
were lecturing at Ivybridge, and after the third picture 
appeared on the screen I had the first ‘* pop.” 
tinued at intervals of three minutes. When the sixth picture 
appeared, the people near the lantern became alarmed at the 
noise, and I had the gases turned up. I turned off the oxygen 
at the cylinder, went outside the schoolroom with the 
saturator, and emptied it of at least a quarter of its contents, 
returned and started afresh. I have not heard a saturator 
“+ pop" since, and have come to the conclusion that they are 
due to excess of ether in the saturator. Two other condi- 
tions are essential in working the saturator—that is, a high- 
pressure jet and an oxygen cylinder; gas-bags and ‘‘ blow- | 
through’ jets will not work satisfactorily with the ether 
saturator.—Yours truly, W. Morison, 

Plymouth. 

They are of : 

This con- : 

Notes and Queries. 

Vox.—If you send us your card we may perhaps be able 
to give you some information about lamps. You give neither 
name nor address. 

LF, Sinclaix,—Make a light frame and cover it with a 
couple of thicknesses of brown paper. That should answer 

| your purpose for darkening the room occasionally; the 
frames can be set away for future use, they will not occupy 
much room. If you want it for one occasion only, tack the 
sheets of paper on the window-frames. 

Wright and Jones ask : ‘Kindly say how a lantern can 
be used in an illuminated hall. I understand it can be used 
in class-rooms which are lighted with gas.” Answer. —By 
using side and top wings to the screen, causing them to stand 
towards the audience. The gas should be somewhat 
subdued. 

a. 4. C.—Place a piece of finely-ground glass upon the 
picture, and trace on it with a lead pencil, then coat with spirit 
varnish. According to your artistic talent, so will be the 
appearance of your lantern slide thus produced. 

Lnlarger.—A half-plate lens. 
W. Kvng,—You are evidently an inexperienced enlarger. 

There is no necessity to ‘ waste sheet after sheet "’ to find the 
correct exposure to give. You say you use artificial light ; 
then focus the enlargement and expose a portion of it on a 
couple of inches of paper, then develop ; when you find the 
exposure correct, then make your enlargement. 

Interested writes : “I, and doubtless many others, would 
like you to publish an account of the novel advertising 
lanterns used by Pears’ soap at the stations of the District 
Railway. Reply.—In our issue of Feb. 1, 1890, p. 69, we 
gave an account of this lantern. You can obtain that issue 
post free, rid, 

White Ink,—Chinese white and gum arabic. 
R. W.—The company ceased to exist a short time ago. 
B Jaekson.—(1) With the exception of the last on your 

list, articles on all the subjects you mention have appeared in 
our back numbers. (2) Thanks ; we hope so, 

74. B. Coes.—\We have made inquiries, but cannot learn 
that Prof. Barr's lecture has been issued in printed form. 

Novice asks what constitutes a good single lantern. 
Angnver.—(1) Good workmanship, a good light, and the 
slide when projected equally sharp all over. (2) The most 
satisfactory way for making advertising slides (if you have 
reference to copies of cards, bills, &c.) is by photography. 

J. It.—See article in this issue by Mr. Pringle ve using 
hydrogen for the main with mixing jet. 

R. J. S. writes: ‘ Will you kindly let me know in your 
next issue how to remedy the following defect in my bi-unial 
lantern ? The condensers are meniscus, and fit in the lan- 
tern with what are, I believe, called bayonet-catches. When 
fitted into their places the convex side projects too far into 
the stages, and when a framed slide, or carrier, is introduced 
it rubs against the condenser. A number of scratches have 
been thus produced, which appear on the screen, just in the 
centre.” <Answer.—The defect is evidently the result of bad 
workmanship. It can be rectified by altering the position of 
the bayonet-joint pins; or perhaps the most simple way 

' would be to attach a strip of wood just in front of the con- 
‘denser, so as to bring the slides a little further forward. 
' The scratches will thus be thrown out of focus, and will not 
be prominent on the screen. 

:O————— 

For general purposes the hand camera will be the camera 
ofthe future. Small negatives can be enlarged as required, 
and lantern slides can be made from its negatives without 

' apparatus. —C. Benson. 
10: 

Notice.—We have such demand on our space this issue 
‘that ‘Society Reports” and several matters of interest have 
| to be held over. 
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DD. NOAKEHS & SON, 
pig Awarded the Certificate at Crystal Palace Exhibition for Intermediate Regulator for jets 

Optical Lanterns, also for Enlarging Apparatus. pevesity pericentiol eee eter 

u 
Inventors, Patentees and Makers or 

[ ai IMPROVED LANTERN APPARATUS, 
4 Also ‘““INVICTA” Photo Lenses, 

M2 CAMERAS & ENLARGING APPARATUS. 
\p 

- pal ~ n . . . Je ae See page Gi Optical By Catalogues on Application. Telephone $029. Hours 9 till 6. egi Erantern Tour: 

‘ i} Every improvement in our Apparatus sugzested by long personal aly fOr ec; 28 
experience, Mr. D. W. Noakes and Mr. C. W. Lockr, two principals of 

the firm, having personally operated at 5,000 Exhibitious. 

South London Works-NELSON ST., GREENWICH, S.E. 

MACIC LANTERNS 
Amateurs should send for Mr. Hucaes' full Illustrated Catalogue, over 300 pagey, Is., postage 5d. ; small, ditto, 6d., 

postage 2d., giving useful and valuable information, also prices of every description of Lantern Apparatus, Slides, &c.; 

cheapest and best. Over 15 Patents. Perfection in every direction. In proof of this Mr. HuGHeEs has this season 

constracted a most magnificent Triple for B. J. MALDEN, Esq. The Docwra Triple also gained the only Prize Medal 

and Highest Award, and used nightly at the Royal Polytechnic Institution; also by CoLIN Docwka, Esq., Dr. H, 

GRATTAN GUINNESS, Cart. SELWYN, M.P., Joan Docwra, Esq., &c. His high-class Lanterns and Objectives supplied to 

Cart, C. Reape and the Rev. FRANK Waite, W. Lan CARPENTER, Esq. ; therefore go direct and have a first-class 

instrument, and not the common Commercial. The Patent Pamphengos has stood the test against all imitations— 

it approaches the limelight. Price, with 4-in. Condensers, from £2 10s. Commercial, 4-in. four-wick Lanterns, 

£1 15s. 6d. Teachers’ Aid Science Lanterns for all purposes, Oxy-hydrogen Microscopes, &c. Patent Presto 

Carrier. Patent Skeleton Triple and Bi-unial for travelling exhibitors; marvel of portability. 60,000 Slides from 

4d. each; 300 Lecture Sets. The Patent Bijou Enlarging Lantern with Rectangular Condensers, perfect results 

scientificully considered—Special, 5 by 4, £7 15s. 6d. Before deciding, consalt Mr. Huaues, Specialist and Manu- 

facturer, who can give greater value than all others ia quality and detail. PAMPHLEYTS FREE. 

WwW. C. HUGHES, Brewster House, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, London, N. 

IF YOU WISH TO KNOW 

1.—What focus of lens is required to produce acertain size of disc, at a given distance; 

2.—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance; 

3.--What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with a lens of given 

focus; Send 14d. for a READY REFERENCE TABLE (post-free), 

TAYLOR BROS., Dorset Works, Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, B.C. 

ALFRED UNDERHILL, WRAY’S LENSES 
DISSOLVING VIEW ARTIST, Are now fitted with 

Designer and Producer of Mottoca. Curtains, Comic Stories, Funny Faces, 
‘Chromatropcs, Photographic Effects, Mechanical, Lever, Slipping, and Skip- e< 

sping Blides. Transparencios produced from Customers own Negatives. Dy 

Engravings, <c. Slides Coloured, and Hand Paintings executed in 
firet-class style. _ ; When required, at a sinall additional cost. 

NEW EFFECT SET, ' A MEDAL has been awarded for these LENSES 
BEAUTIFUL VENICE. at the Dundee and East of Scotland 

Photographed from Nature and Artistic Drawings. 

THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH. PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION, 
10 Slides, including 3 Eftects. February, 1888. 

THE PICTURE GALLERY. 
New Designs for Dissolving Views. 

EIFFEL TOWER: a 
DOME o FOUNTAINS, EFFECTS, &c. | W. WW RAY, OPTICIAN, 

atalogue and Price Liat Gratis and Post-free. tt : 1 ; 

Address: 32, Clarendon Rd.. West Croydon, Sarrey, North: Mul, Higheaves, dsoncon) 2 
NEAR LONDON. 

Prices and [Illustrated Catalogue for Stamp. 
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~ XYGEN Extracted from the Atmosphere by BRINS’ 
, | PATENT PROCESS, absolutely free from Chlorine 

JUST TRY THE EXPERIMENT or deleterious matter of any kind. 
Supplied at a few hours’ notice compressed in 

Weldless Steel Cylinders, at 120 atmospheres. 
- (1,800lbs.) on the square inch. 

XYGEN—+40,000 Cubic Feet in stock. 
Send Three Negatives (any size), and have a | 

Lantern Slide made from each, then f XYGEN BLOW PIPES, for Soldering and Brazing, 
' &c., for Mechanics, Electrical Engineers, Copper- 

COMPARE THEM IN THE LANTERN smiths, Plumbers, Glassblowers, &c. 
XYGEN for Limelight Illumination, Magic Lanterns, 

; Illuminated Advertising, &e, 
aon Diy eisteay ee. We We te See a i Q)X XSEN — SPECIAL TERMS to Theatres and large 
fallacy of wasting time and money over “‘Gelatine Consumers. Tanksand bags are dispensed with, and 

with any of your own make, or others, done on such 

or other so-called ‘Lantern Plates’?-when we can . back pressure and mixing of gases rendered impos- 
obtain so much better results by our own process. : sible. 

Explosions of Retorts and Chemicals are done 

Now is the time to send TRIAL ORDERS, before the busy | away with. 
The Oxygen is cheaper and purer than that made 

; from chlorate of potash, and has no corrosive 
action on metal fittings. 

Cen Each cylinder is tested under a pressure 
of Two Tons (4,4S0lbs.) on the square inch before 

7 being filled. These precautions render the use of 
’ compressed gases quite safe. To ensure that they 

sci have been observed when purchasing see that our 
Opticians, Dantern : name is stamped on both cylinder and valve. 

A Large Stock of Cylinders, fron. 25s. to 94s., 

Season sets in again. 

AND : : : E 
; according to size; Couplings, Keys, Gauges, 

Slide Makers { Regulators, Valves, &c., always on hand. 
, Agents inall Principal towns. 

(Established 1859) Price Lists and all information on application tc- 

HE MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Ltd. 

HOLMESIDE, SUNDERL AND, {| GREAT ictenpoueuen + ontouD RD., MANCHESTER. ( 
Manufacturers and Compressors of all kinds of Gas. 

THE APPARATUS FOR LANTERN WORK. 

SHEW'S ECLIPSE HAND CAMERA. Patent 
SHEW’S POCKET ECLIPSE. 

For pictures full 44 x 31. Weight, only 12 ounces. 

EQUALLY SUITABLE FOR ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS, &c. 
SHEW’S BAMBOO WALKING CANE TRIPOD. 

See ‘The Eclipse Pamphlet,” free on application to 

7 - SHEW & CO., 87 & 88, NEWMAN STREET. 
Four Doors off Oxford Street, "tanaen, w. 

NEWTON Bz Co. ; CORRECT EXPOSURE A CERTAINTY. 

Scientific Instrument Makers to Her Majesty the Queen, H.R.H. The 
Prince of Wales, The Admiralty, The War Department, The Indian 
and Foreign Governments. 

ty Special Appartment 
To The Roya Institution of Great Britain, and The Science and Art 
Department, &c., MANUFACTURE 

OPTICAL LANTERNS & SLIDES 
Of the Highest Quality only. 

The Patent “ Webiiecce rene. BA L LA R D’ S A C T | N 0 ME FE T E R (Patent), 
Wright's Lantern Microscopes. An instrument for accurately measuring the actinic power of light by 
Wright’s Oxy- Hydrogen Jets with “ Pringle cut off.” direct vision. Constructed on entirely novel principle. Extremely The “ Miniature” Lanterns. The “Scientists” Bi-unial. simple and absolutely reliable, as it indicates the actwal, not the 
The Triple Rotating Electric Lastern, &c. probable, exposure necessary, Always ready for use. No prepared 

Illustrated Catalogue with Detailed List of Slides, 4a. paper to spoil, vary in tint, or run out. Very portable and easily ad- 3, FLEET STREET , STRAND. justed. Suitable for any latitude, subject, or condition of light. 
Price, complete, with Instructions, 6/6. 

: Of all Dealers tn Photographic materials and Wholesale S 

‘sSLEWIATHAN, LOnN DON. 
(Trade Mark and Telegraphic Address.) 

Photographic Catalogue, $0 pages (Trade only). ree 

“Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Lewrs Wright. A complete 
guide to the use of the Magic Lantern, the Lantern Microscope, Polari- 

scope, and to the projection of Scientific Experiments. 

Just Published, 6s. Nett, 4/6. Post Free, 4:10. 

Printed and Published tor the Proprietors by Wooprorp Fawcett & Co., Dorset Works, Salishury Square, E.C. 
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